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Requirements on the PC system for the
Genius Multiplayer T2000, Flow Multi-
player T2220, Vortex Upgrade T1990
Hardware:
Processor at least Pentium 4, single core
3.0 GHz, we recommend Pentium 4, double
core 2.5 GHz
Memory: 2 GB, we recommend 3 GB (x86),
4 GB (x64) DDR III
Free disc space: 2 GB
Graphics card: 3D graphics card compatible
with DirectX9 with at least 256 MB (not
shared) (ATI, Nvidia), we recommend a 3D
graphics card compatible with Direct X10
with 512 MB (not shared) (ATI, Nvidia)
Resolution: at least 1024 x 768, we 
recommend 1920 x1080
Sound card: compatible with DirectSound
Other: 1 free USB port, DVD drive (to play
Real Life and Ergo videos) 
Software:
Operating system: Windows XP (SP3),
Vista (SP2), Windows 7 (32 bit and 64 bit), 
we recommend Windows 7 

* Manufacturer guarantee see Terms and
Conditions.

** Heart rate only possible with a 
corresponding transmission strap such as the
WearLink coded by Polar (item no. 762236-1,
transmitter incl. chest strap € 47.95)
*** Heart rate only possible with a 
corresponding transmission strap such 
as the Tacx ANT+ chest strap T 1992
(item no. 1109061-1)
# Please note the battery law information
under roseversand.com/battg
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2| Tacx Vortex Upgrade T1990
If you want to be even more up to date, extend
your Vortex with the PC upgrade. Wirelessly
connect your Vortex to your PC via the ANT
USB stick. Data will then be clearly displayed
on your PC screen. With the Tacx Trainer 
software, you enter a world of unlimited 
possibilities. The Tacx Trainer version 3.0 
software includes Catalyst and Catalyst 3D,
which are professional training programs and
fitness tests for scientific analysis. With the
Real Life video demo you can have the cycling
experience via a film. Virtual Reality takes 
you through 5 animated terrains for mountain
bikes, racing and track bikes with virtual 3D
riders. This Real Life training opens up the 
option of discovering tracks that you would
never see otherwise via 3D maps from 
Google Earth. 
· also suitable for the Tacx Bushido
Note: Heart rate data can only be transmitted
via the Tacx chest strap T1992 (see item no.
1109061-1).

1109052-1 € 179.–
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4| Tacx ANT+ chest strap T1992#

For the Genius Multiplayer, Bushido and 
Vortex, data is transmitted using the ANT 
protocol. The Tacx ANT+ chest strap offers 
reception free from interference and a range
of up to 5 metres. If you have got a traditional
analogue chest strap, the Bushido/Vortex 
will register this signal and show it on the
display, but not on the PC.

1109061-1 € 45.–
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1| Tacx Vortex T1960#

This high-tech ergo trainer from Tacx combines
a wide range of features with ideal monitoring
of your training. Relevant data is presented
clearly on the large handlebar display (fig. 1).
The Vortex system’s innovative braking unit
has an extraordinary wide operating range
and is controlled wirelessly by the handlebar
computer. The optionally available T1990 PC
upgrade (see item no. 1109052-1) makes the
world of Tacx Virtual Reality available to you.
Functions: 
· heart rate***: max., average, current (com-
patible with ANT+ or analogue transmission) 

· power in watts: max., average, current, total
in kcal/kJoule 

· pedalling cadence: max., average & total
number of revs during a training session 

· speedometer: max., average and current
speed, daily and total kilometres 

· stop watch 
· visual display of the braking effect and of
the gradient resistance 

Programmable data: 
· power: 10 - 990 watts in steps of 10 
· gradient resistance: -5 to +20 in steps of 1 
· body weight: 40 - 120 kg 
· energy expended during the ride in kcal/
kJoule 

· suitable for wheel Ø 610 - 720 mm 
· computer display, suitable for all common
handlebar Ø (can be attached without tools)

· incl. special quick-release for the rear wheel
hub and ”Skyliner“ front wheel lifter (not
suitable for bikes with a thru axle)

1714298-1 € 459.–
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3| Tacx Booster T2500
Give yourself a boost with the Tacx Booster.
This new home trainer creates pure power.
Thanks to its magnetic brake, which is even
more powerful than the Satori brake, the 
Booster generates very high power at low
speeds. The easy to assemble Booster is 
particularly safe, as the brake has been built
in, so that the rider can no longer touch the
hot flywheel. The Booster is ideally suited for
warming-up and for training sessions within
your own 4 walls. A Skyliner front wheel 
lifter is included. 
· sound-absorbing and wear-free soft gel 
roller with stainless steel running surface

fig. 1

· folding frame
· strong magnetic brake
· incl. handlebar switch with display scale 
(fig. 2, suitable for all handlebar Ø, assembly
does not require tools)

· suitable for 26“ and 28“ wheels with outer 
Ø of 610 - 720 mm

· incl. special quick-release for the rear wheel
hub

(not suitable for bikes with a thru axle)

1787267-1 € 239.–
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fig. 2
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